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Preface

About This Guide

This guide describes the RSA SecurID Authentication Engine. The Authentication 
Engine is a compact Application Programming Interface (API) that provides the 
backend authentication functions of RSA SecurID technology without requiring 
significant infrastructure and application changes to your existing environment. After 
successfully integrating the API into your environment, you can authenticate 
RSA SecurID users without needing an RSA Authentication Manager server.

This guide provides a detailed description of the Authentication Engine API as well as 
information for properly using the API to detect and protect against common security 
vulnerabilities. When setting up this API, you must provide all database support for 
maintaining the token and user data. Database support is not included in the API.

This guide is intended for developers, system administrators, and other trusted 
personnel.

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Documentation

Release Notes. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release 
and describes known issues.

Javadoc. Documents the Authentication Engine Java classes. The Javadoc is located 
in the \doc\javadoc folder of the RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Developer’s 
Kit.

Related Documentation

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide. Identifies 
configuration options and best practices, and offers monitoring and auditing 
recommendations for RSA SecurID Authentication Engine. You must have an account 
on RSA SecurCare Online to access this guide. Click the following link:

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide 

RSA SecurID SID900 Transaction Signing Token Authentication Instructions. 
Describes how to use an RSA SecurID 900 Authenticator to perform 
challenge-response signing transactions. This document is included with shipments of 
SecurID 900 tokens.
 Preface 7
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Support and Service

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common 
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, 
important technical news and software downloads.

Before You Call Customer Support

Make sure you have direct access to the computer running the RSA SecurID 
Authentication Engine software.

Please have the following information available when you call:

 Your RSA Customer/License ID. You can find this number in the RSA SecurID 
Authentication Engine package materials.

 The make and model of the computer on which the problem occurs.

 The name and version of the operating system on which the problem occurs.

 The RSA SecurID Authentication Engine software version number.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information www.rsa.com/support

RSA Secured Partner Solutions Directory www.rsasecured.com
8  Preface
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1 RSA SecurID Overview

This chapter contains the following topics:

About RSA SecurID Authentication Engine

RSA SecurID Two-Factor Authentication

RSA SecurID Challenge-Response Authentication

Hardware Tokens

Software Tokens

Unsupported Tokens

Token Assignment Limits

About RSA SecurID Authentication Engine

RSA® SecurID Authentication Engine (Authentication Engine, or SAE) is a 
lightweight and easy-to-implement authentication software solution that can easily 
integrate directly into your organization’s existing applications. Authentication Engine 
consists of a compact Java Application Programming Interface (API) that provides the 
backend authentication functions of RSA SecurID® technology without requiring 
significant infrastructure and application changes to your organization’s existing 
environment. After successfully integrating the API into your environment, you can 
work with RSA SecurID tokens and validate RSA SecurID authentication requests.

Note: This document refers to the server that uses RSA SecurID technology for strong 
two-factor authentication as the “SAE application.” This document refers to the 
user-facing application, for example, an RSA SecurID application running on a user’s 
smartphone, as the “client application.”

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine is intended for organizations that already have 
methods for user management, security policy, password management, and reporting 
built into their applications and want to add the ability for their end-users to use 
RSA SecurID tokens to log on to specific applications and protect sensitive business 
transactions.
1: RSA SecurID Overview 9
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RSA SecurID Two-Factor Authentication

RSA SecurID authentication is a type of strong two-factor authentication using 
“something you know” plus “something you have.” In most cases, something you 
know is a PIN and something you have is an RSA SecurID hardware or software 
token that displays a new random number, called a tokencode, at regular intervals 
(every 30 seconds or every 60 seconds). The PIN is coupled with the current 
tokencode to create a passcode, or one-time password (OTP), that is very difficult for 
an attacker to guess. The RSA SecurID two-factor authentication solution offers 
stronger security than traditional passwords (single-factor authentication). RSA 
SecurID Authentication Engine supports standard RSA SecurID authentication, using 
a one-time password (passcode), and challenge-response authentication.

For information on using RSA SecurID Authentication Engine to validate 
authentication requests, see “Validating User Authentication” on page 53.

For introductory information on challenge-response authentication, see “RSA 
SecurID Challenge-Response Authentication” on page 11. For information on 
implementing challenge-response authentication in your SAE application, see “Using 
Challenge-Response Authentication and Transaction Signing” on page 66.

First-Time Authentication Sequence 

First-time RSA SecurID authentication typically involves having your SAE 
application prompt the user to create a PIN before the user can continue the 
authentication process. Optionally, you can have your SAE application prompt the 
user to accept a system-generated PIN. For more information and PIN requirements, 
see “Planning PIN Management” on page 27.

The following sections describe typical first-time authentication scenarios.

Important: Requiring a full authentication with a second tokencode provides 
assurance that the authorized user actually has possession of the token.

First-Time Authentication Sequence with a User-Created PIN

1. When the user accesses the protected resource, the SAE application prompts the 
user for a passcode.

2. The user enters the current tokencode, and the SAE application prompts the user 
to create a PIN.

3. The user creates and confirms his or her PIN.

4. The SAE application prompts for a passcode.

5. The user waits for the tokencode to change on the token, and then does one of the 
following to complete the authentication process:

– PINPad token. Enters the PIN into the hardware token or into the software 
token application, and enters the resulting passcode in the protected resource.

– Fob token. Enters the PIN, followed by the tokencode, in the protected 
resource.
10 1: RSA SecurID Overview
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For more information on token types, see “Hardware Tokens” on page 12 and 
“Software Tokens” on page 14.

First-Time Authentication Sequence with a System-Generated PIN

1. When the user accesses the protected resource, the SAE application prompts the 
user for a passcode.

2. The user enters the current tokencode, and the SAE application prompts the user 
to accept a system-generated PIN. When the user accepts the prompt, the SAE 
application displays the system-generated PIN and allows the user a short period 
of time to memorize it. 

3. The SAE application prompts for a passcode. 

4. The user waits for the tokencode to change on the token, and then does one of the 
following to complete the authentication process:

– PINPad token. Enters the PIN into the hardware token or into the software 
token application, and enters the resulting passcode in the protected resource.

– Fob token. Enters the PIN, followed by the tokencode, in the protected 
resource.

For more information on token types, see “Hardware Tokens” on page 12 and 
“Software Tokens” on page 14.

RSA SecurID Challenge-Response Authentication

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine supports implementing challenge-response 
authentication in your SAE application. Users must be issued RSA SecurID 900 
tokens. The SecurID 900 is a time-synchronous hardware authenticator that combines 
standard RSA SecurID authentication with a signing feature to strongly protect 
business transactions. 

Once a user has signed on to a protected site such as a financial web site and has 
conducted a transaction, for example, a funds transfer, the site generates a 
confirmation number, known as a “challenge.” The user enters the challenge number 
into the SecurID 900 display, which generates a “response” value on the display. The 
user then uses that response number as the unique digital signature to support the 
financial transaction. The SAE application validates the signature against the 
transaction data and executes the transaction. 

Note: RSA SecurID 900 tokens are factory set as either PIN-enabled or PINless. The 
PIN-enabled configuration requires the user to enter a PIN before entering a numerical 
challenge into the token. The PINless configuration does not require a PIN before 
entering a numerical challenge.

For information on using RSA SecurID Authentication Engine methods to implement 
challenge-response functionality in your SAE application, see “Using 
Challenge-Response Authentication and Transaction Signing” on page 66.
1: RSA SecurID Overview 11
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Hardware Tokens

An RSA SecurID hardware token is a small handheld device that stores a unique token 
seed for generating tokencodes and an algorithm for calculating the tokencodes. The 
token also contains a power source (battery), a microprocessor, and a UTC 
(Coordinated Universal Time) clock. RSA SecurID hardware tokens are 
time-synchronous, meaning that they display tokencodes that automatically change at 
regular intervals, typically every 60 seconds.

Hardware tokens are available in several form factors, for example, key fobs and 
PINPads, as shown in the following illustrations.

Hardware Tokens Supported with RSA SecurID Authentication Engine

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 supports the following RSA SecurID 
hardware tokens:

• RSA SecurID 200

• RSA SecurID 520

• RSA SecurID 700

• RSA SecurID 800

• RSA SecurID 900 (PINless)

• RSA SecurID 900 (PINPad)

 RSA SecurID® 700 Authenticator
(Key Fob)

 RSA SecurID® 800 Authenticator
(Key Fob with Smart Chip)

RSA SecurID® 520 Authenticator

(PINPad)
12 1: RSA SecurID Overview
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Hardware Token Configurations

Hardware tokens are factory configured with either a six-digit or eight-digit tokencode 
and a 60-second or 30-second tokencode duration. You cannot change the factory-set 
tokencode configurations.

Hardware tokens are PIN-enabled by default, but you can use the Authentication 
Engine to reconfigure them as PINless. For more information, see “Configure a 
Hardware Token As PINless” on page 49. 

Important: You should not reconfigure RSA SecurID hardware tokens as PINless 
unless you plan to require a second authentication factor, such as a Windows 
password. For complete information about proper use of PINless tokens, see the RSA 
SecurID Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide.

Hardware Token Authentication

The hardware token form factor determines how the user provides the PIN during 
RSA SecurID authentication. 

PINPad Authentication

A PINPad has a number pad for entering a PIN. The user enters the PIN on the number 
pad and then enters the resulting passcode (PIN + tokencode) in the protected 
resource, for example, a VPN client application.
1: RSA SecurID Overview 13
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Key Fob Authentication

A key fob displays tokencodes. The user enters the PIN, followed by the current 
tokencode displayed on the key fob, in the protected resource, for example, a VPN 
client application.

Software Tokens

Software tokens offer the same functionality as hardware tokens. Software tokens 
consist of two components, which are installed separately on the user's desktop, 
laptop, or smartphone: an RSA SecurID application and a unique token seed. Software 
tokens use the processor and clock from the device on which they reside.

RSA SecurID software tokens are time-synchronous, meaning that they display 
tokencodes that automatically change at regular intervals, typically every 60 seconds.

Software Token Configurations

RSA SecurID software tokens are factory set as PINPad PIN type, 8-digit tokencode 
length, and 60-second tokencode interval. However, the Authentication Engine allows 
you to reconfigure the tokencode characteristics and PIN type of software tokens. You 
can set the tokencode length to 6 or 8 digits and the tokencode interval to 30 or 60 
seconds. You can change the PIN type so that the token behaves like a hardware fob. 
You can also reconfigure the token as PINless. For more information, see 
“Configuring Software Tokens” on page 42.

Important: You should not reconfigure RSA SecurID software tokens as PINless 
unless you plan to require a second authentication factor, such as a Windows 
password. For complete information about proper use of PINless tokens, see the RSA 
SecurID Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide.
14 1: RSA SecurID Overview
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Software Token Authentication

With software tokens, the PIN type determines how the user provides the PIN during 
authentication. The following sections illustrate user authentication with a software 
token configured to behave like a PINPad and a software token configured to behave 
like a fob.

PINPad-Style Authentication

With PINPad-style authentication, the client application contains a field for PIN entry. 
The user enters the PIN in this field and enters the resulting passcode (PIN combined 
with tokencode) in the protected resource. The following figure illustrates 
PINPad-style authentication to a VPN client using a software token application 
running on a mobile device.
1: RSA SecurID Overview 15
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Fob-Style Authentication

With fob-style authentication, the client application displays tokencodes. The user 
enters the PIN, followed by the current tokencode displayed in the client application, 
in the protected resource. The following figure illustrates fob-style authentication to a 
VPN client using a software token application running on a mobile device.

Software Token Device Binding

Device binding is a mechanism for protecting software tokens when you deliver them 
to a client application. The Authentication Engine allows you to set a device ID string 
that associates a token with a specific device (for example, a specific Android device). 
Once you set the device ID, the token can be used only with the designated device. 
RSA strongly recommends using device binding.

The type of device ID can vary according to the device platform. For example, 
BlackBerry devices have a device PIN, and Android devices have a device IMEI 
(International Mobile Equipment Identity) or MEID (Mobile Equipment Identity). 
Binding a software token to a device ID ensures that the token can be installed only on 
the device to which it is bound.

To use device binding, you must have knowledge of the device ID of each user’s 
device. In some cases, an administrator may have access to the values, for example, 
the device PINs for enterprise-activated BlackBerry devices. In other cases, the users 
may need to provide the values, for example, the IMEI or MEID for an Android 
device.

For information on using the Authentication Engine to set device IDs, see “Set a 
Device ID String” on page 44.
16 1: RSA SecurID Overview
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Software Token Nicknames

By default, when a user imports a software token to a device, the client application 
displays the token serial number. If your SAE application supports issuing several 
software tokens to a user, the user may have difficulty distinguishing among the 
tokens by serial number. To avoid confusion, you can assign each software token a 
user-friendly nickname. If you want users to be able to change the nicknames of their 
tokens, you can provide appropriate token management options in your client 
application. For information on using the Authentication Engine to set token 
nicknames, see “Set a Software Token Nickname” on page 46.

Unsupported Tokens

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 for Java supports 128-bit tokens only. There 
is no support for 64-bit tokens.

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 does not support event-based tokens. 
Event-based tokens are hardware tokens that display a tokencode when a user initiates 
an action, for example, pressing a button on the token.

Token Assignment Limits

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine allows only one user to be assigned to a 
particular token. The Authentication Engine does not track how many tokens are 
assigned to a specific user. You can limit the number of tokens a user can have by 
building the appropriate functionality into your SAE application. RSA recommends 
assigning only one token to each user to reduce the risk of lost or stolen tokens.
1: RSA SecurID Overview 17
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2 Preparing to Use the RSA Authentication 
Engine

This chapter contains the following topics:

Supported Platforms

Changes in This Release

Developer’s Kit

Preparing Your Environment

Database Storage and Management

RSA Authentication Engine Process Overview

Planning PIN Management

Installing the JAR Files for Version 2.6

Upgrading to RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6

Supported Platforms

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 is supported on the following platforms.

• Oracle Solaris 10 (SPARC)

• Microsoft Windows Server 2003 R2 (32-bit and 64-bit)

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 (64-bit)

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 and 6 (64-bit)

The Authentication Engine was tested on Microsoft and Red Hat Linux virtual 
machines and on a Solaris 10 (SPARC) physical machine. RSA supports running the 
Authentication Engine within virtual machines running on VMWare ESX 4.0.
2: Preparing to Use the RSA Authentication Engine 19
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Changes in This Release

This release provides the following changes to the RSA SecurID Authentication 
Engine API. For descriptions of the new Java classes and methods, see the references 
in this section and the Javadoc located in the Developer’s Kit (\doc\javadoc).

New Features and Changes Reference Information

Allows setting the token configuration of a 
software token.

“Configuring Software Tokens” on page 42

Adds a method for creating your own policy 
for disabling tokens.

“Get the Count of Failed Authentication Attempts” on page 56

Allows setting the authentication window if 
the default values are not adequate.

“Setting the Authentication Window” on page 59

Allows enabling or disabling Next Tokencode 
mode.

“Enabling or Disabling Next Tokencode Mode” on page 59

Allows exporting software tokens as SDTID 
files.

“Exporting a Software Token” on page 38

Regenerates a new seed for each software 
token record when importing the RSA 
manufacturing token record file.

“About the RSA Manufacturing Token Record File” on 
page 32

Does not support 64-bit tokens or event-based 
tokens.

Previous versions of the Authentication 
Engine allowed direct access to the fields of 
the token data. In version 2.6, you must use 
Java methods to access the token data.

Requires setting an encryption key to encrypt 
the token data. The token data is encrypted 
using the specified key during object 
serialization.

•  “Upgrading to RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6” on 
page 29

• “Work with Token Records” on page 32

Delivers the data contained in a token record 
in a new format. You may need to alter your 
token database schema to accommodate the 
new format. The suggested column width for 
the new data is 2 KB.

• “Database Storage and Management” on page 25 

• “Upgrading to RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6” on 
page 29
20 2: Preparing to Use the RSA Authentication Engine
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New Methods in RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine Class

setAuthenticationWindow() Sets the number of intervals from current time for which a 
tokencode will be considered valid for authentication. See 
“Managing the Authentication Window” on page 58.

setNextCodeModeEnabled() Enables or disables Next Tokencode mode for a token. See 
“Managing the Authentication Window” on page 58.

setTokencodeDuration() Sets the duration (interval) of the tokencode to one of the 
available values. Used only with software tokens. See “Set the 
Tokencode Duration” on page 43.

setTokencodeLength() Sets the length (in digits) of the calculated tokencode to one of 
the available values. Used only with software tokens. See “Set 
the Tokencode Length” on page 42.

setTokenPinType() Sets the current PIN type for a software token. See “Set the PIN 
Type for a Software Token” on page 43.

New Classes 

RSASAETokenExporter Provides writeToken() method for the export of a software 
token to a stream, commonly a file stream. See “Exporting a 
Software Token” on page 38.

TokenDigitsType Provides a type-safe enum for use in setting the number of 
digits of a token's tokencode (6-digit or 8-digit). 

TokenDurationType Provides a type-safe enum for use in setting the duration of a 
token's tokencode (30-second or 60-second). 

TokenPinType Provides a type-safe enum for use in setting and retrieving the 
token PIN type (PINPAD, FOB, or PINLESS). 

New in SAETokenConstants

MAX_AUTH_WINDOW_INTERVALS_
SOFTWARE

Indicates the maximum number of authentication window 
intervals for software tokens.

MAX_AUTH_WINDOW_INTERVALS_
HARDWARE

Indicates the maximum number of authentication window 
intervals for hardware tokens.

New Features and Changes Reference Information
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VERSION Allows you to get the product version number as soon as you 
install the JAR files and any other time you are using the 
Authentication Engine. See “Get the Product Version” on 
page 52.

New Exception

RSAAuthWindowException Indicates that an authentication window exception has 
occurred. 

New Methods in SAETokenRecordInfo 
Class

getAuthenticationWindow() Gets the current size of the authentication window. 

getFailedAuthCount() Gets the number of consecutive bad authentication attempts. 
See “Get the Count of Failed Authentication Attempts” on 
page 56.

getTokenPinType() Returns the current PIN type of the token: PINPAD, FOB, or 
PINLESS. 

isNextCodeModeEnabled() Returns whether Next Tokencode mode is enabled for the 
token.

Deprecated Methods

setSmallWindow()
setMediumWindow()
setLargeWindow()

Use setAuthenticationWindow() in conjunction with 
setNextCodeModeEnabled(). See “Managing the 
Authentication Window” on page 58.

getSecurIDSerialNumber Use 
SAETokenRecordInfo.getSecurIDSerialNumber

Removed Methods

getPIN()

New Features and Changes Reference Information
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Developer’s Kit

The RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 for Java CD contains the source code 
libraries, sample code, and documentation. The main folder, sae260Java, contains the 
following files and folders. 

File/Folder Description

\SAE260Java.bom Contains the names of all files in the kit 
and their corresponding set of hashes

\doc\javadoc Contains the Javadoc for the API

\doc\RSASAE260_Java_devguide.pdf Developer’s Guide (this guide)

\RSASAE260_Java_relnotes.pdf Release Notes

\jars\RSASEcurIDAuthenticationEngineAPI.jar Authentication Engine library

\jars\xerces.jar Library for parsing, validating, and 
manipulating XML documents

\jars\LICENSE Apache Software Foundation license 
text for the Xerces JAR

\jars\NOTICE Apache Software Foundation 
attribution notice for the Xerces JAR

\sample\AuthEngineDBUtil.java Sample code for database utility class 
that helps in opening a connection to 
the token database (MySQL database) 
and in reading and writing token data 
to and from the token database

\sample\AuthEngineRequest.java Helper class used by AuthEngineTest 
that executes requests and returns 
status. Contains sample code for 
importing the RSA manufacturing 
token record file, verifying user 
authentication, and other actions

\sample\AuthEngineTest.java Sample application that allows you to 
become familiar with the functionality 
of the Authentication Engine
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Preparing Your Environment

RSA assumes that your organization has developed a web application with some parts 
residing on the public Internet and other parts protected inside your corporate 
environment (Intranet) behind your firewall. Authentication Engine does not provide 
network layer communication. You are responsible for moving data into and out of 
Authentication Engine.

Authentication Engine does not provide database storage and management 
functionality. Your SAE application must store token data in a database and must 
include an administrative component that you use to maintain your token database. 
These components should be secured in accordance with your organization's security 
policy. For more information on database storage and management, see “Database 
Storage and Management” on page 25.

The following figure shows a typical environment that integrates the Authentication 
Engine Toolkit.

When setting up the Authentication Engine, you must integrate the API at three 
locations: the SAE application, the token database, and the customer administrative 
software.
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Note: Make sure that all communication is properly secured between your users and 
any applications in your environment. 

You may need to update your token database schema so that you have at least 2 KB of 
space to store the loaded token records purchased from RSA before they are assigned 
to users. Once you assign a token to a user, you must update that user's record in your 
token database.

Important: Do not manually change token record data in the token database. If you do 
so, you will not be able to load the token records.

Database Storage and Management

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine does not provide database storage and 
management. It is your responsibility to store the token data provided by 
Authentication Engine in your database. 

Note: This document refers to the database where you store token data as the “token 
database.” 

The Authentication Engine delivers token data as a Java String object that the SAE 
application can store in your token database. Because the size of the data provided by 
Authentication Engine can vary depending on the types of tokens used in your 
organization, RSA recommends that the token data be stored in your token database as 
a BLOB (binary large object). To be able to store the token BLOB, your token 
database schema must provide a table that includes a column of the column type 
BLOB. If you use a column that has another data type, you may need to increase the 
size of that column to accommodate large amounts of data. Then, once you assign a 
token to a user, that user's record must be updated in your database to refer to the 
token assigned to the user.

RSA recommends that you make the required changes to your token database schema 
before importing the RSA manufacturing token record file containing the token 
records purchased from RSA. 

Each time you work with token data in Authentication Engine, the SAE application 
must retrieve the particular token from your token database and provide it as a Java 
String object to initialize an Authentication Engine object. When the SAE application 
has finished performing operations with this token, for example, verifying an 
RSA SecurID authentication, you must prepare the token data (serialize it) so that you 
can store the token data back into your token database. The token data is updated in 
the token record whenever you perform an operation with the token.

Important: Do not manually change the token data stored in your token database. 
Manual changes to token data prevent the Authentication Engine from loading the 
token record.
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The following is a simple example of a database table that includes a column for the 
token BLOB. 

Integrating RSA SecurID Authentication Engine

The main tasks required to integrate the Authentication Engine into your environment 
are:

• If necessary, update your token database schema to ensure that it accommodates at 
least 2 KB of space for token data storage. For more information, see “RSA 
Authentication Engine Process Overview” on page 27.

• Modify your applications to accept RSA one-time passwords (tokencodes or 
passcodes) and transaction signatures, as needed. Ensure that this data is securely 
transmitted to the SAE application. For more information on RSA SecurID 
authentication options, see “RSA SecurID Two-Factor Authentication” on 
page 10 and “RSA SecurID Challenge-Response Authentication” on page 11.

• Modify your user validation process to invoke checkPasscode(), the method 
for authenticating users. This method verifies the tokencode and PIN against the 
user’s token record stored in the token database.

• Modify your administrative tools to:

– Read the token record files supplied by RSA.

– Assign and unassign tokens to users.

– Generate any required token-related reports.

• Modify your SAE application to support New PIN mode. Placing a token in New 
PIN mode allows a user to create a PIN the first time the user uses the token to 
authenticate. For more information, see “Implement New PIN Mode” on page 37.

• (Recommended) Modify the SAE application to support Next Tokencode mode. 
When a user provides several incorrect tokencodes in succession, Next Tokencode 
mode requires the user to enter the next consecutive tokencode before being 
authenticated. This is a security measure that is intended to prevent replay attacks 
and ensure that the token is still in the possession of its rightful owner. For more 
information, see “Next Tokencode Mode” on page 61.

• (Recommended) Modify your auditing facility to report on the success or failure 
of authentication attempts.

User First 
Name

User Last 
Name

User 
Logon ID

Token Type Token BLOB

Jane Roe jroe Hardware key fob a3b11928dc…918267dffa8

John Doe jdoe Hardware PINPad 199d93aa8c…f35813090aa3

Chen Iris ichen Software 389af19dce…09287aab4910f

Mendez Jose jmendez Software 39aaf3cd53…307bbc3a11de2
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RSA Authentication Engine Process Overview

This section briefly describes the process for managing tokens in your token database, 
managing the provisioning of tokens to users, and authenticating users.

The first time you use the Authentication Engine, you must import the RSA 
manufacturing token record file into the Authentication Engine and prepare each 
imported token for storage in your token database using the serialize() method. 
You must then store the updated token data in your token database in a pool of 
unassigned/available tokens. 

To provision a token to a user, you must remove a token from the available pool, 
assign the token to the user, enable the token so that it can be used for authentication, 
serialize the updated token data, and store the updated token in your token database. 
For software tokens, you must export the token to a file. The administrator of your 
client application is responsible for delivering the token file to the user. For more 
information on working with tokens, see “Work with Token Records” on page 32.

To authenticate a user, implement your SAE application code to use the following 
sequence:

1. The user provides a one-time password (OTP) that is transmitted to the SAE 
application along with the credentials that the application uses to identify the user. 

2. The SAE application performs its user validation, for example, verifying the user's 
account.

3. You authenticate the user by calling the checkPasscode() method. For more 
information, see “Validate a User Authentication” on page 53.

4. Whether or not the user authenticated successfully, you serialize the updated token 
record and store the updated token record in your token database.

Planning PIN Management

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine does not provide a specific PIN assignment or 
usage policy. RSA strongly recommends that you use PINs to provide strong 
two-factor authentication to systems and resources and that you establish a corporate 
PIN policy. For best practices for managing and constructing PINs, see the
RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide.

PIN Requirements

The Authentication Engine enforces the following PIN requirements. 

• The PIN must contain 4 to 8 characters.

• Hardware PINPads and PINPad-style software tokens must have numeric PINs.

• The PIN length of a hardware PINPad or PINPad-style software token cannot 
exceed the tokencode length.

• Key fobs and fob-style software tokens can have 4-8 character numeric or 
alphanumeric PINs. 
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Using System-Generated PINs

If you choose to use system-generated PINs with your tokens, you must implement 
your own mechanism for generating PINs, for example, by using a random number 
generator. The SAE application must prompt the user to accept the system-generated 
PIN. System-generated PINs must follow the same requirements as user-created PINs. 

Important: Make sure your random number generator is cryptographically strong and 
seeded with an unpredictable value. For more information, see 
http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/330.html and child nodes listed on the same 
page.

Requiring a Periodic PIN Change

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine does not contain methods to require users to 
periodically change their RSA SecurID PINs. However, RSA strongly recommends 
that you require periodic PIN changes to reduce the possibility of attacks stemming 
from stolen or compromised PINs. You can have your SAE application keep track of 
how long a user’s PIN has been set to a particular value and decide when the PIN 
needs to be changed. The SAE application must prompt the user to change the PIN, 
and you must obtain the user’s new PIN and provide it as the newpin argument to the 
setPIN() method. 

Installing the JAR Files for Version 2.6

If you have never used the Authentication Engine, install the JAR files as described in 
this section. If you are upgrading from a previous version, see “Upgrading to RSA 
SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6” on page 29.

RSA publishes the checksums of the JAR files provided in the Developer’s Kit on 
RSA SecurCare Online. Before installing the JAR files, you should compare the 
checksums against the published values to ensure that the JAR files you received have 
not been tampered with. To locate the checksum information, log on to RSA 
SecurCare Online. Under Products, search on “RSA SecurID Authentication 
Engine.”

To install the JAR files:

Install RSASecurIDAuthentionEngine.jar and Xerces.jar into the build path for 
your SAE application. These files are located in the \jars directory in the 
Authentication Engine Developer’s Kit.
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Upgrading to RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 for Java supports upgrading from 
RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 for Java.

Upgrade Considerations

Before upgrading to RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 for Java, consider the 
following:

• Version 2.6 does not support 64-bit tokens or event-based tokens. 

• Previous versions of the Authentication Engine allowed direct access to the fields 
of the token data. This is not supported in version 2.6. You must use 
Authentication Engine Java methods to make any changes to the token data.

• Version 2.6 requires setting an encryption key before serializing the token data. 
The token data is encrypted using the specified key during object serialization. If 
you did not set an encryption key in your previous version of the Authentication 
Engine, you will not be able to serialize the token data to prepare it for storage in 
your token database until you set a new key. If you set an encryption key other 
than the default key with your previous version, your token data will be migrated 
seamlessly. For more information, see “Work with Token Records” on page 32.

• Version 2.6 of the Authentication Engine serializes the data contained in a token 
record in a new format. Each time you work with token data, the data is converted 
to the new format in memory, and when you store it in your token database, it is 
stored in this new format. Once the token data is converted to the new format, it 
cannot be used by a previous version of the Authentication Engine. You may need 
to increase the size of the database column used to store the token data to 
accommodate the new token record format. A column that accommodates 2 KB of 
token data should be sufficient to successfully migrate existing token records. For 
more information, see “Database Storage and Management” on page 25.

• If you need to modify the column size of the token data column in the database 
table, first make a backup of your token database. Also, make any required 
changes to your token database schema before importing the new RSA 
manufacturing token record file and before using the new version of the 
Authentication Engine.

• Your existing token records will be migrated automatically when you use version 
2.6 of the Authentication Engine. To migrate tokens, your SAE application must 
retrieve the particular token from your token database and provide it as a Java 
String object to initialize an Authentication Engine object. When your SAE 
application has finished performing authentication operations with the token, you 
must serialize the token data so that it can be stored in your token database in the 
new format.
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Upgrade to Version 2.6

Important: Due to the changes made in RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6, 
RSA recommends that you rebuild your SAE application against the new library and 
test the upgrade in a test environment. For more information about changes in this 
release, see “Changes in This Release” on page 20.

To upgrade to RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 for Java:

Do one of the following, depending on your existing implementation:

• If you created a web application that reads the JAR files from the build path, 
replace the JAR files with the version 2.6 JAR files.

• If you created your own executable application, replace the JAR files in the build 
path for your SAE application and then recompile your application.

You must include both the RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngineAPI.jar and 
xerces.jar files in the SAE application’s build path. These files are located in the \jars 
directory in the Authentication Engine Developer’s Kit.

Note: After upgrading to RSA SecurID Authentication Engine 2.6 for Java, any 
existing 64-bit tokens or event-based tokens will no longer work.
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3 Working with Tokens

This chapter includes the following topics:

Provisioning Tokens

Configuring Software Tokens

Additional Operations

Provisioning Tokens

Token provisioning refers to the operations you must perform using the RSA SecurID 
Authentication Engine API before an RSA SecurID token can be used for 
authentication. Provisioning tokens involves the following operations:

• Import the RSA manufacturing token record file. 

• Set the encryption key that you want to use to encrypt the token record. 

Note: If you do not set an encryption key, an exception is thrown when you 
attempt to serialize the token data.

• Assign and enable a token.

• Implement New PIN mode.

• Serialize token data so that you can store it in your token database.

• Export the token (software tokens only).

Note: After the Authentication Engine exports a software token, the token must be 
delivered to your client application. This task is the responsibility of the administrator 
of your client application. The methods for delivering software tokens are not covered 
in this guide.

Important: The Authentication Engine is intended to work with tokens purchased 
from RSA. You should only use the tokens purchased from RSA and RSA certified 
resellers. After you import the RSA manufacturing token record file, you should either 
delete the file or store it securely on a system other than the one where you have 
installed the Authentication Engine.
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About the RSA Manufacturing Token Record File

RSA provides its customers with a manufacturing token record file that contains XML 
token records for the RSA SecurID tokens they have purchased. For hardware tokens, 
there is a token record in the file corresponding to each of the hardware tokens they 
have purchased. For software tokens, the information in a token record will eventually 
be transferred into a software token application that will generate one-time passwords 
that the user can use for RSA SecurID authentication. Each token record in the file 
contains the token seed and metadata such as the user first name and last name, token 
serial number, expiration date, and the tokencode length and interval. Before you can 
work with an individual token record, you must import the RSA manufacturing token 
record file into the Authentication Engine. The data in the manufacturing token record 
file is encrypted. 

With software tokens, when you import the manufacturing token record file, a new 
seed for each token is randomly generated, replacing the seed that was originally 
present in the manufacturing token record file.

Work with Token Records

To work with token records, you must import the RSA manufacturing token record 
file into the Authentication Engine, create an RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine 
object, set an encryption key, and serialize the token data so that you can store it in the 
required form in your token database. 

The Authentication Engine allows you to work with only one token at a time. Each 
time you work with token data in Authentication Engine, your SAE application must 
retrieve the particular token from your token database and provide it as a Java String 
object to initialize an Authentication Engine object. When your SAE application is 
finished performing authentication operations with this token, you must serialize the 
token data so that you can store an updated version of the token data in your token 
database. 

To work with token records:

1. Use the loadTokensFromFile() method in the RSASAETokenImporter 
class to import the manufacturing token record file into your SAE application. 

• Provide the path to the manufacturing token record file to the filespec 
parameter.

• Supply the RSA provided passphrase to the manufacturing token record file to 
the passphrase parameter. If you do not supply the provided passphrase 
the Authentication Engine throws an exception, and the token records will not 
be imported. 

2. After you load the data from the RSA manufacturing token record file, use the 
getNthToken() method in the RSASAETokenImporter class to create an 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine object from each token record 
corresponding to a user. 

3. Set the encryption key to be used to encrypt the token data.

Important: Setting the encryption key is mandatory. 
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• Use the generateKeyFromPassphrase() method in the 
Passphrase2Key class to generate a unique 16-byte encryption key from a 
passphrase. Supply a passphrase to the passphrase parameter that 
conforms to the best practices described in the RSA SecurID Authentication 
Engine Security Best Practices Guide. 

• Specify the 16-byte encryption key with the setEncryptionKey() 
method in the RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class. The value 
provided cannot be blank. You can provide random bytes as long as the total is 
16 bytes. The token data will be encrypted using the specified key during 
object serialization. 

• Create a backup copy of your encryption key and store it securely on a 
different computer from the one where your token database is installed. You 
will need the backup copy if the key becomes corrupted or is lost.

4. Use the serialize() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to convert the data from a 
token record into a string that is suitable for storing in your token database in the 
form required by the Authentication Engine. 

Important: If you attempt to serialize the token without setting the encryption key, 
an exception is thrown and the serialized string will not be created. 
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Example
//
// This example shows how to import the RSA manufacturing XML file, 
// create an RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine object,
// set an encryption key, and serialize token data

// The following Strings need to be provided by the SAE app

// text string of file system path to XML file to be loaded
String pathToFile = ??? 
// text string of password provided with XML file for decrypting
String filePassword = ??? 
// text string of password to be used when saving data to token db
String tokenDataPassword = ??? 
// get an importer object
RSASAETokenImporter importer = RSASAETokenImporter.getInstance();

try
{
    // extract the tokens from the file
    importer.loadTokensFromFile( pathToFile, filePassword );
    // how many tokens are there?
    int numberOfTokens = importer.getNumberOfTokens();
    for (int index=0; index<numberOfTokens; ++index)
    {
        RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = importer.getNthToken( 
index );
        engine.setEncryptionKey( 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword ) 
);
        String tokenDataBlob = engine.serialize();
        // store tokenDataBlob into your token database
    }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
    // handle any problem from importing 
}
catch (FileNotFoundException fnfExcept)
{
    // handle problems if file doesn't exist
}
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Load a Token Record from a String

To perform an operation on a token that you have stored in your token database, you 
must load the token into the Authentication Engine. After working with the token, you 
must serialize the token data so that you can store it back in your token database.

The getEngine()method creates a new Authentication Engine object with 
previously stored token data. This method sets the encryption key for you at the time 
you load the token if you provided a custom encryption key. This encryption key will 
be used to encrypt the token record data when you serialize the token to prepare it for 
storage. 

You can also use getEngine() to migrate a token from a previous version of the 
Authentication Engine if no custom key was provided in the earlier version or if a 
custom key was provided. In the second case, use getEngine(recordString, 
key).

If you attempt to load a Version 2.6 Java String object representing a serialized token 
record using the wrong decryption key, the following execption is thrown:

com.rsa.sae.RSAAuthenticationException: Could not perform 
unpadding: invalid pad byte.

To load a token record using getEngine():

Call the getEngine() method in the RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine 
class, providing the string containing the data that you want to load in the 
recordString parameter and a byte array in the encryptionKeybytes 
parameter.

Example
// This example shows how to load a token record
// from a string

try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine ( tokenData, 
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}
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Assign and Enable a Token

Before a user can be authenticated using an RSA SecurID token, the token must be 
assigned and enabled. Assigning a token creates a link between a user record and the 
token record managed by Authentication Engine. Enabling a token allows it to be used 
for RSA SecurID authentication. 

If you issue software tokens, you can enable the token when you assign it. RSA 
recommends that you distribute hardware tokens in a disabled state until you can 
verify that the intended user has received the token.

To assign and enable a token:

1. Set the user login name using the setUserLogin() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class.
The maximum length of the user login name is 48 characters. Avoid using special 
characters in the user login name.

Note: RSA recommends setting the user first name and user last name, as well. 
The maximum length of the user first name is 24 characters, and the maximum 
length of the user last name is 24 characters. 

2. Call the setIsEnabled(true) method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to enable the token. 
You must call this method explicitly because the token is not automatically 
enabled as part of the assignment process. 

3. After assigning and enabling a token, serialize it, and store it in your token 
database.

Example
// 
// This example shows how to assign and enable a token

// The following Strings need to be provided by the SAE app

// the token data BLOB retrieved from the token database
String tokenDataBlob = ??? 
// the password used to encrypt the BLOB
String tokenDataPassword = ??? 
// login ID for user
String userLoginID = ??? 
// first name of user
String userFirstName = ??? 
// last name of user
String userLastName = ??? 

try
{
    RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword 
));
    if (null != engine)
    {
        // SAE app can check success boolean after each call to see
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       // if the operation succeeded
        boolean success = engine.setUserFirstName( userFirstName );
        success = engine.setUserLastName( userLastName );
        success = engine.setUserLogin( userLoginID ); // token is now
                                                     //  assigned
        success = engine.setIsEnabled( true ); // token is now enabled
        String updatedTokenDataBlob = engine.serialize();
        // store updated token into token database
    }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
    // handle if anything goes wrong
}

Implement New PIN Mode

After you assign and enable a token, the token exists in a STATE_FIRST_LOGIN 
state. When the user attempts to authenticate for the first time, for hardware and 
software PINPads and fobs, a successful authentication changes the state to 
STATE_WAITING_FOR_PIN, which indicates that the user has begun the process of 
authentication, but must set a PIN before proceeding. Your SAE application should 
prompt users to create their PIN when the token is in a STATE_WAITING_FOR_PIN 
state. Your SAE application must then set the user’s PIN for the token. 

The checkPasscode() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class identifies the token's state in the 
authentication process. If the token requires a PIN, checkPasscode() returns the 
status NEW_PIN_REQUIRED without checking the value provided for the passcode. 
After the user PIN is set, the token state changes to STATE_NORMAL.

Set the User’s PIN

Use the setPIN()method to set the user’s PIN for the token in the Authentication 
Engine. 

To set the user’s PIN:

Obtain the user’s new PIN and provide it as a string to the setPIN() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class. 

Note: After setting the user’s PIN, you should have the SAE application prompt the 
user for the next passcode to ensure that the user has combined the PIN and tokencode 
correctly.
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Example
//
// This example shows how to set a user’s PIN for a token

// The following Strings need to be provided by the SAE app
// the token data BLOB retrieved from the token database
String tokenDataBlob = ??? 
// the password used to decrypt the BLOB
String tokenDataPassword = ??? 
// the PIN to be set on the token
String pinToBeSet = ??? 

try
{
    RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword 
));
    if (null != engine)
    {
        // your app can check success boolean after each call
        // to see if the operation succeeded
        SAEAuthStatus status = engine.setPIN( pinToBeSet );
        if (SAEAuthStatus.ACCESS_OK == status)
        { engine.setEncryptionKey( 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword ) 
);
            String updatedTokenDataBlob = engine.serialize();
            // store updated token into token database
        }
        else
        {
            // handle error
        }
    }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
    // handle if anything goes wrong

}

Exporting a Software Token

To export a software token, your SAE application must provide a Java Writer object to 
the Authentication Engine for writing the token data to a stream. The token must then 
be delivered to a client application. For example, if you export the token to a file, the 
administrator of the client application can deliver the token file as an e-mail 
attachment to the user running the client application.

The process for writing token data is as follows:

• The SAE application retrieves the token data from the token database.

• The SAE application initializes the Authentication Engine with this token data.

• The Authentication Engine decrypts the token data and deserializes the token data 
so that it has a working token object.
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• The SAE application tells the Authentication Engine to export the token data to 
some type of data stream, for example, a file containing the token data. Token files 
have the extension .sdtid and are also referred to as SDTID files.

Protecting the Token During Export

RSA recommends that you provide a password to encrypt the token seed. You provide 
the password string to the Authentication Engine. 

Note: Before delivering the token to the end user, the administrator of your client 
application must communicate the password. You should have your client application 
prompt the user to enter this password to complete the process of installing the token. 

RSA recommends further protecting the token during export by binding it to a device 
identifier. For more information, see “Set a Device ID String” on page 44.

If you export the token data to an SDTID file, your SAE application must have a 
means of verifying that the file contents have not been compromised. The 
Authentication Engine uses a public/private key pair to create a digital signature for 
this purpose. The RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Credential CD contains the 
digital certificate (.cer) file and the encryption key (.key) file. The Authentication 
Engine uses the encryption key (private key) to create the digital signature, and the 
SAE application uses the public key to validate the signature. You must provide the 
contents of the RSA provided .cer and .key files to the Authentication Engine as a 
byte array, as shown in the example in this section. If you attempt to use your own 
certificate and key files, the export will fail. 

Important: The security of the encrypted data depends upon the security of the 
encryption key. You must protect this key in compliance with your organization’s 
security policy. For additional recommendations, see the RSA SecurID 
Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide.
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Export a Software Token

Use the following procedure to export a software token. The code example in this 
section assumes that the data will be exported to an SDTID file.

Note: You can export a token without assigning the token to a user; however, you 
must assign the token before it can be used for authentication.

To export a software token:

1. Use the writeToken() method in the RSASAETokenExporter class to 
export a software token set in the Authentication Engine using a Writer. 

2. (Recommended.) Provide a password as a byte array to the inPassword 
parameter to encrypt the token seed.
The maximum password length is 128 characters. Only printable US-ASCII 
characters are allowed. 

3. Provide the contents of the .cer file as a byte array to the inCer parameter, and 
provide the contents of the .key file as a byte array to the inKey parameter. 

Important: You must use the .cer and .key files provided by RSA. If you attempt 
to use any other certificate and key files, the export fails. 

Important: If you use ISO-Latin or double-byte characters or both in the token fields 
(for example, UserFirstName, UserLastName, or UserLogin), you must ensure that 
your Writer object uses UTF-8 encoding. For information on properly writing UTF-8 
characters to file, read the code used by option 5 of the sample application. The 
sample application is described in Appendix A, “Using the Sample Application.”
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Example
//
// This example shows how to export a password-protected software
// token 
//

// The following Strings need to be provided by the SAE app

// the password for encrypting the exported token
byte[] tokenExportPassword = ???
// the certificate data retrieved from the RSA-supplied 
// server.cer file
byte[] certificate = ???
// the key data retrieved from the RSA-supplied
// server.key file
byte[] key = ???
// a java.io.Writer subclass object
// the RSASAETokenExporter writes the token data
// using the Writer interface, so that the SAE app
// can supply any type of output, such as to a file
// or a network stream
Writer outputWriter = ???

try
{

RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getInstance( tokenData, tokenPassword 
);

if (null != engine)
{
RSASAETokenExporter.writeToken( engine, certificate, key, 

tokenExportPassword.getBytes(), outputWriter );
}

}
catch (RSAInvalidParameterException except0)
{
}
catch (RSAInvalidTokenException except1)
{
}
catch (RSASAEExportException except2)
{
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except3)
{
}
catch (Exception except4)
{
}
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Configuring Software Tokens

You can use RSA SecurID Authentication Engine methods to reconfigure certain 
software token characteristics prior to exporting the token. As described in the 
following sections, you can:

• Set the tokencode length, tokencode duration, and PIN type.

• Bind a software token to a specific device to protect the token during the 
provisioning process. This is referred to as device binding.

• Set user-friendly token nicknames if you issue multiple tokens to the same user.

Note: RSA strongly recommends using device binding to restrict the provisioning of 
software tokens to only those devices that match the binding information.

Important: Configuration of the tokencode length, duration, or PIN type must be done 
before assigning the token. Configuration of a device ID and nickname can be done 
after token assignment, but must be done before exporting the token. 

Set the Tokencode Length

RSA SecurID software tokens are shipped from RSA with an 8-digit tokencode 
length. You can change the default tokencode length to 6 digits or keep the 8-digit 
length. 

Important: Set the tokencode length before you assign the token to a user. If you 
attempt to change the tokencode length after you have assigned and issued the token, 
the Authentication Engine returns an error. In that case, you must unassign the token, 
set the tokencode length, and then reassign and reissue the token.

To set the tokencode length:

Use the setTokencodeLength(TokenDigitsType) method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, and set the TokenDigitsType 
to SIX_DIGITS or EIGHT_DIGITS.

Example
//
// This example shows how to set the tokencode length
//

// serialized token from token database
String tokenDataBlob = ??? 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, key);

// to set to 6-digit token
engine.setTokencodeLength( TokenDigitsType.SIX_DIGITS );

// write the serialized data back out to the token database
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Set the Tokencode Duration

RSA SecurID software tokens are shipped from RSA with a 60-second tokencode 
duration (interval). You can change the default tokencode duration to 30 seconds or 
keep the 60-second duration. 

Important: Set the tokencode duration before you assign the token to a user. If you 
attempt to change the tokencode duration after you have assigned and issued the 
token, the Authentication Engine returns an error. In that case, you must unassign the 
token, change the tokencode duration, and then reassign and reissue the token.

To set the tokencode duration:

Use the setTokencodeDuration() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, and set the 
TokencodeDurationType to THIRTY_SECONDS or SIXTY_SECONDS. 

Example
//
// This example shows how to set the tokencode duration
//

// serialized token from token database
String tokenDataBlob = ???
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, key);

// to set to 30-second token
engine.setTokencodeDuration( TokenDurationType.THIRTY_SECONDS );

// write the serialized data back out to the token database

Set the PIN Type for a Software Token

By default, software tokens are factory set as PINPad PIN type. If you want to issue 
software PINPad tokens, you do not need to set the PIN type.

To issue software tokens that behave like hardware fobs, you must set the PIN type to 
FOB in the Authentication Engine. With a fob token, the user enters the PIN, followed 
by the tokencode, in the protected resource. (The tokencode is appended to the PIN to 
form the passcode.) Fob-style software tokens are a good solution if your users are 
familiar with using RSA hardware fobs, such as the RSA SecurID 700, and you want 
them to have a similar user experience with their software tokens. If you issue 
fob-style software tokens, user PINs must be managed by your SAE application.

Important: Set the software token PIN type before you assign the token to a user. If 
you attempt to change the PIN type after you have assigned and issued the token, the 
Authentication Engine returns an error. In that case, you must unassign the token, 
change the PIN type, and then reassign and reissue the token.
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To set the PIN type for a software token:

Use the setTokenPinType() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, and set the TokenPinType to 
FOB, PINPAD, or PINLESS.

Important: Do not use the setPinDisabledFlag() method in conjunction with 
setTokenPinType(). The setPINDisabledFlag() method is used to set 
hardware tokens as PINless. You cannot use setTokenPinType()with hardware 
tokens.

Example
//
// This example shows how to set the PIN type
// for a software token
//

String tokenDataBlob = ???// serialized token from token database
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, key);
// to set to fob
engine.setTokenPinType( TokenPinType.FOB );
// to set to PINPad 
engine.setTokenPinType( TokenPinType.PINPAD );
// to set to PINless
engine.setTokenPinType( TokenPinType.PINLESS );
// write the serialized data back out to the token database
{
            // handle error
        }
    }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
    // handle if anything goes wrong
}

Set a Device ID String

The Authentication Engine allows you to set a device ID string that associates a 
software token with a specific device (for example, a specific Android device). Once 
you set the device ID, the token can be used only with the designated device. RSA 
strongly recommends using device binding. For device binding to work, you must set 
the device ID in the Authentication Engine before you issue the token. For an 
overview of device binding, see “Software Token Device Binding” on page 16.

Important: Device binding information, for example an IMEI or MEID of a mobile 
device, is sensitive and should not be shared.
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To set a device ID string:

1. Initialize the Authentication Engine object.

2. Use the setDeviceIDString() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, and set a unique device ID as 
a string in the specified Authentication Engine object. 
The maximum device ID length is 128 characters. If you do not specify a string 
value, the token can be installed on any device. 

Example
//
// This example shows how to set a device ID to bind 
// a software token to a specific device

// the following Strings need to be provided by the SAE app
// the data BLOB retrieved from the token database
String tokenDataBlob = ??? 
// the password used to encrypt the BLOB
String tokenDataPassword = ??? 
// device ID to be set for the token
String tokenDeviceID = ??? 

try
{
    RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword ) 
);
if (null != engine)
    {
        // SAE app can check success boolean after each call
        // to see if the operation succeeded
        success = engine.setDeviceIDString( tokenDeviceID );
        engine.setEncryptionKey( 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword ) 
);
        String updatedTokenDataBlob = engine.serialize();
        // store updated token into token database
    }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
    // handle if anything goes wrong
}
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Set a Software Token Nickname

If you issue multiple software tokens to the same user, you can assign each software 
token a user-friendly nickname so that the user can easily identify each token. If you 
want to use a nickname, you must set it in the Authentication Engine before you issue 
the token. For an overview of using token nicknames, see “Software Token 
Nicknames” on page 17.

To set a token nickname:

Use the setNicknameString() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to set the nickname as a string in 
the specified Authentication Engine object. The maximum nickname length is 24 
characters.

Example
//
// This example shows how to set a nickname for a software token

// the following Strings need to be provided by the SAE app

// the data BLOB retrieved from the token database
String tokenDataBlob = ??? 
// the password used to encrypt the BLOB
String tokenDataPassword = ???
// nickname to be set for the token
String tokenNickname = ??? 

try
{
    RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword ) 
);
if (null != engine)
    {
        // SAE app can check success boolean after each call
        // to see if the operation succeeded
        boolean success = engine.setNicknameString( tokenNickname );
        String updatedTokenDataBlob = engine.serialize();
        // store updated token into token database
    }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
    // handle if anything goes wrong
}
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Regenerate Software Token Seeds

Because software token seeds are automatically regenerated when you import the 
RSA manufacturing token record file, you are assured that each token has a unique 
and unpredictable random number as its seed. You should also use Authentication 
Engine to regenerate software token seeds in the following situations:

• You want to reissue a software token to another user, for example, after the 
original token user has left the organization. By regenerating the seed prior to 
reassigning and reissuing a software token, you ensure that the new user has a 
unique seed. 

• A user has a software token installed in a client application on a mobile device and 
replaces the device. (You should also bind the token to the new device ID.)

• You have reason to believe that the software token has been compromised. In that 
case, you should regenerate the seed and reprovision the token to the user. 

To regenerate a software token seed:

Use the randomizeSeed() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to regenerate the software token 
seed used by RSA SecurID Authentication Engine.
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Example
//
// This example shows how to regenerate a software token seed
//

// the following Strings need to be provided by the SAE app

// the data BLOB retrieved from the token database
String tokenDataBlob = ??? 
// the password used to encrypt the BLOB
String tokenDataPassword = ??? 

try
{
    RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob, 
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword ) 
);
if (null != engine)
{
        // SAE app can check success boolean after each call
        // to see if the operation succeeded
        boolean success = engine.setIsEnabled( false ); // disable the
                                                //token before changes
        success = engine.setUserLogin( "" ); // unassign the token
                                             // before changes
        success = engine.randomizeSeed(); 
        String updatedTokenDataBlob = engine.serialize();
        // store updated token into token database
        // 
    }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
    // handle if anything goes wrong
}
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Additional Operations

This section describes additional operations that you may need to perform using the 
Authentication Engine.

Configure a Hardware Token As PINless

Hardware tokens are factory configured to require a PIN. In some scenarios, you may 
want the user to authenticate with a tokencode only. For example, if your system 
requires that the user enter an external PIN, you may choose to allow users to 
authenticate using their hardware tokens without requiring them to enter a PIN. 

For complete information about proper use of PINless tokens, see the RSA SecurID 
Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide.

To configure a hardware token as PINless:

Call setPinDisabledFlag(true) in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to indicate that the token does not 
use a PIN for authentication.

You can call setPinDisabledFlag(true) either before or after assigning and 
enabling the token.

Note: Do not attempt to use setTokenPinType() to configure a hardware token 
as PINless. setTokenPinType() is used only with software tokens. Also, you 
cannot use setPINDisabledFlag() to configure a software token as PINless. 

Example
// This example shows how to configure a
// hardware token as a PINless token

try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine ( tokenData,
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  engine.setPinDisabledFlag( true );
  String updatedTokenData = engine.serialize();
  // store the updated token data in token database
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any
}
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Disable and Unassign a Token

Disabling a token prevents its use for RSA SecurID authentication. RSA recommends 
that you disable a token before you unassign it. If you assign a disabled token, it 
cannot be used for authentication until you enable it. Disabling a token does not 
update the token data. The Authentication Engine automatically disables tokens after a 
certain number of consecutive failed authentications. For more information, see “Get 
the Count of Failed Authentication Attempts” on page 56.

Unassigning a token breaks the link between the user record and the token record that 
was established by assigning the token.

To disable and unassign an RSA SecurID token:

1. Call the setIsEnabled(false) method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class before unassigning the token 
with the setUserLogin() method.

2. Call the setUserLogin() method, and set the login name parameter to an 
empty string.
Setting the login name to an empty string unassigns the token and clears any PIN 
assignment. 

Example
//
// This example shows how to disable and unassign a token
//
// the following Strings need to be provided by the SAE
// application:
// the data BLOB retrieved from the token database
String tokenDataBlob = ???
// the password used to encrypt the BLOB
String tokenDataPassword = ???
try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenDataBlob,
Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( tokenDataPassword ) 
);
  if (null != engine)
  {
    // SAE app can check success boolean after each call
    // to see if the operation succeeded
    // disable the token (must be done before unassigning)
    boolean success = engine.setIsEnabled( false) 
    // unassign the token
    success = engine.setUserLogin( "" );
    String updatedTokenDataBlob = engine.serialize();
    // store updated token into token database
  }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
  // handle if anything goes wrong
}
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Get Token Information

The Authentication Engine provides a method for obtaining information about a 
specified token, including fixed information such as the token serial number, token 
type (hardware or software), and token expiration date, and changeable information, 
such as the token state. You might want to obtain certain fixed information, for 
example, token serial numbers and expiration dates, when you first import the RSA 
manufacturing token record file. This will save you the effort of having to cycle 
through your entire token database if you need the information later.

To get token information:

Use the methods in the SAETokenRecordInfo interface to obtain information 
about a specified token, such as the token birth and death dates; user first name and 
last name; user login name; token serial number; and whether the token is a hardware 
token or a software token. For a complete list of the information returned, see the 
Javadoc.

The following example assumes that the String tokenData and String 
password variables exist and are correctly initialized.

Example
//
// This example shows how to get information about a token
//
try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData, 
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  SAETokenRecordInfo info = engine.getTokenInfo();
  ISOTime expiration = info.getDeathDate();
  int expirationYear = expiration.getYear();
  int expirationMonth = expiration.getMonth();
  int expirationDay = expiration.getDay();
  String serialNumber = info.getSecurIDSerialNumber();
  System.out.println( "Token ["+serialNumber+"] will expire on ["
    +expirationYear+"-"+expirationMonth+"-"+expirationDay+"]" );
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}
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Get the Token PIN Type

You can use the Authentication Engine to obtain information about the PIN type of a 
particular token. 

To get the token PIN type:

Use the getTokenPinType() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to get the token’s PIN type. This 
method returns the token’s current PIN type: PINPAD, FOB, or PINLESS.

The following example assumes that the String tokenData and String 
password variables exist and are correctly initialized.

Example

//
// This example shows how to get the token PIN type
//
try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData, 
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  TokenPinType tpType = engine.getTokenPinType();
  if (tpType.equals( TokenPinType.PINPAD ))
  {
    // token is type PINPAD
  }
  else if (tpType.equals( TokenPinType.FOB ))
  {
    // token is type FOB
  }
  else if (tpType.equals( TokenPinType.PINLESS ))
  {
    // token is type PINLESS
  }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}

Get the Product Version

You can use the Authentication Engine to obtain the version of the Authentication 
Engine that you are running.

To get the product version:

Use SAETokenConstants.VERSION to get the product version number. You can 
get the product version as soon as you install the JAR files and any other time you are 
using the Authentication Engine.

Example
// This example shows how to get the product version
//
if(SAETokenConstants.VERSION == "2.6")
{

// do something 

}
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4 Managing User Authentication

This chapter contains the following topics:

Validating User Authentication

Managing the Authentication Window

Next Tokencode Mode

Resynchronizing Tokens

Detecting Replay Attacks

Using Challenge-Response Authentication and Transaction Signing

Host Authentication

Validating User Authentication

Under most circumstances, you should build your SAE application to require users to 
enter a PIN (something you know) along with the current tokencode (something you 
have) for strong two-factor authentication. In certain cases, you may choose to use 
tokencode-only (PINless) authentication. This section describes the method for 
validating user authentication.

Important: When a user authentication fails, the Authentication Engine returns an 
error code to assist you in determining the cause of the failure. RSA strongly 
recommends that you avoid communicating the specific causes of failed 
authentications to end users.

Validate a User Authentication

Use the checkPasscode() method to validate a user authentication.

To validate a user authentication:

1. When the user provides a passcode to your SAE application, have the SAE 
application call checkPasscode() in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class. Provide the system time 
(Date time) and passcode (String prn), and set the boolean 
checkAsTokencode parameter to false. 

2. After the user has authenticated successfully, have your SAE application serialize 
the updated token record. Then store the updated token record in your token 
database.

To perform a test authentication using the sample application provided by RSA, see 
“Testing RSA SecurID Authentication” on page 69.
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The following example assumes that the String tokenData and String 
password variables exist and are correctly initialized.

Example
//
// This example shows how to verify an RSA SecurID authentication

// passcode delivered from user
String passcode = ??? 

try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData, 
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  java.util.Date rightNow = 
java.util.Calendar.getInstance().getTime();
  SAEAuthStatus status = engine.checkPasscode( rightNow, passcode, 
false );
  if (status == SAEAuthStatus.ACCESS_OK)
  {
    // successful authentication
}
  else
  {
    // check remaining SAEAuthStatus values
    // and take appropriate action
  }
  // get updated token data to store in database
  String serializedToken = engine.serialize();
}
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}

Handling Authentication Failures

By default, the Authentication Engine disables a token on the 10th consecutive failed 
authentication attempt. Once disabled, a token cannot be used for authentication until 
an administrator re-enables it. If checkPasscode() returns SAEAuthStatus 
TOKEN_DISABLED, have your SAE application notify the user that the token has 
been disabled and instruct the user to contact the administrator for assistance.

The administrator of the SAE application should call checkTokencode() to verify 
that the token is working properly, and if SAEAuthStatus ACCESS_OK is 
returned, the administrator should call setISEnabled(true) to enable the token. 
For more information on checkTokencode(), see “Check the Validity of a 
Tokencode” on page 56.

To get the failed authentication count for a token, use getFailedAuthCount(), 
as described in “Get the Count of Failed Authentication Attempts” on page 56. 
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Tokencode-Only (PINless) Authentication

In certain scenarios, you may want users to authenticate with a tokencode only. For 
example, if your system requires that the user enter an external PIN, you may choose 
to allow users to authenticate using their RSA SecurID tokens without requiring them 
to enter a PIN. 

Important: You should not reconfigure RSA SecurID tokens as PINless unless you 
plan to require a second authentication factor, such as a Windows password. For 
complete information about proper use of PINless tokens, see the RSA SecurID 
Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide.

If your system does not have a second factor or cannot implement one, RSA strongly 
recommends that you use tokencode-only authentication only in the following 
scenarios:

• The first time a user authenticates with a token that requires a PIN (New PIN 
mode). The user’s first RSA SecurID authentication should exclude the PIN 
because the PIN has not been set yet.

• If a token is placed Next Tokencode mode, for example, because the user enters 
too many successive incorrect PINs. For more information, see “Next Tokencode 
Mode” on page 61.

Validate a Tokencode-Only Authentication

To allow a user to authenticate without a PIN, the token must be configured as a 
PINless token. 

To validate a tokencode-only authentication:

1. Set the token as PINless.

• Hardware tokens. Use setPINDisabledFlag(), as described in 
“Configure a Hardware Token As PINless” on page 49. 

• Software tokens. Use setTokenPinType(), as described in “Set the PIN 
Type for a Software Token” on page 43.

2. When the user provides a tokencode to your SAE application, have the SAE 
application call checkPasscode() in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class. Provide the system time 
(Date time) and tokencode (String prn), and set the boolean 
checkAsTokencode parameter to false.

3. After calling checkPasscode(), have your SAE application serialize the 
updated token record. Then store the updated record in your token database.
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Check the Validity of a Tokencode

You can perform a check to ensure the validity of a tokencode using the 
checkTokencode() method in the RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine 
class. This method should only be used to verify that the token is working. Do not 
attempt to use checkTokencode() to validate an RSA SecurID authentication. 
Use checkPasscode() for that purpose. 

The Authentication Engine keeps a count of the number of consecutive failed 
authentication attempts for a specific token, as described in “Get the Count of Failed 
Authentication Attempts” on page 56. The checkTokencode() method resets the 
counter if the return status is ACCESS_OK. 

Important: Do not serialize the token after using checkTokencode(). Doing so 
updates parts of the token data and could put the token in an unwanted state. This 
method does not prevent a replay attack.

The following example assumes that the String tokenData and String 
password variables exist and are correctly initialized.

Example
//
// This example shows how to check the validity of a tokencode
// additional variable: String containing passcode
// as provided by user
String tokencode = ??? 

try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData, 
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  java.util.Date rightNow = 
java.util.Calendar.getInstance().getTime();
  SAEAuthStatus status = engine.checkTokencode( rightNow, tokencode );
  if (status == SAEAuthStatus.ACCESS_OK)
  {
    // tokencode matches within authentication window
  }
  else
  {
    // tokencode does not match within authentication window
    // check remaining SAEAuthStatus values and take
    // appropriate action
  }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}

Get the Count of Failed Authentication Attempts

By default, the Authentication Engine keeps a count of the number of consecutive 
failed authentication attempts with an RSA SecurID token. The Authentication Engine 
disables the token on the 10th consecutive failed authentication attempt. Once the 
token is disabled, further attempts to authenticate, whether or not the correct passcode 
is provided, do not increment the count of failed authentication attempts. The count 
remains at 10. 
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The Authentication Engine treats fobs differently from PINPads and PINless tokens 
when counting authentication failures. With hardware or software fobs, the 
Authentication Engine also keeps a count of the number of consecutive incorrect PIN 
entries and returns an INVALID_PIN status when an incorrect PIN is provided. After 
three incorrect PIN entries, the Authentication Engine disables the fob without 
incrementing the failed authentication count. If correct PINs are provided, but the 
tokencode portion of the passcode does not match the expected value, the 
Authentication Engine increments the failed authentication count and disables the 
token if the failed authentication count reaches 10.

The failed authentication count is cleared (set back to zero) when:

• The user authenticates successfully

• A token is enabled

• A token is unassigned

• A token is reassigned to a different user 

• A token is resynchronized

To get the number of failed authentication attempts:

After each failed authentication attempt, call the getFailedAuthCount() 
method in the SAETokenRecordInfo interface.

Example
//
// This example shows how to get the number of failed
// authentication attempts
//

try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine
  ( tokenData, Passphrase2Key.INSTANCE.generateKeyFromPassphrase( 
tokenPassword ) );
  if (null != engine)
  {
    int numberFailedAuths = 

engine.getTokenInfo().getFailedAuthCount();
  }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
{
  // handle exception
}

Restrict the Number of Failed Authentication Attempts

You may want to make the failed authentication count more restrictive. The 
Authentication Engine does not provide a method for this, but you can set your own 
limit in your SAE application. The maximum count must be less than 10 consecutive 
authentication failures.
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To restrict the number of failed authentication attempts:

1. In your SAE application, set the maximum number of consecutive failed 
authentication attempts to a value of less than 10. 

2. After each failed authentication attempt, call the getFailedAuthCount() 
method to get the number of failed authentication attempts for the specific token. 

3. When getFailedAuthCount() returns the value you specified (for
example, 5), disable the token using setIsEnabled(false).

Managing the Authentication Window

Each RSA SecurID token calculates a tokencode based on the time of its internal 
clock. When a user attempts to authenticate with a token, RSA SecurID 
Authentication Engine attempts to verify that the tokencode value supplied by the user 
is within the range of calculated tokencode values expected by the Authentication 
Engine system clock. Different types of RSA SecurID tokens have different ranges of 
acceptance, which are specified in the RSA manufacturing token record file that is 
shipped to the customer from RSA. The acceptance range consists of time intervals 
and is called the authentication window.

In a typical authentication, the tokencode falls within the expected range, and the user 
is authenticated successfully. In a few scenarios, a user may enter a tokencode value 
that falls just outside the initial, narrow range of expected values. For example, this 
can occur when a token’s clock drifts from the correct time of the Authentication 
Engine system clock. In such cases the Authentication Engine can make an adjustment 
so that the token clock once again matches the Authentication Engine system clock. 

If a user provides a tokencode value that is farther outside of the initial range expected 
for authenticating with that token type, the Authentication Engine places the token in 
Next Tokencode mode, which means that the SAE application should prompt the user 
to enter a second (next sequential) tokencode to verify that the code is being generated 
by a token in the possession of the proper owner. For more information, see “Next 
Tokencode Mode” on page 61.

Finally, if a user provides a tokencode value beyond the maximum range allowed, the 
authentication fails.

The following sections describe the methods available for managing the 
authentication window.

Important: The default authentication window size is large enough for most tokens. 
Do not increase the size of the window unless your users are unable to authenticate 
due to clock drift or slow communications between the user and the SAE application. 
Maintaining the smallest possible window helps ensure that the authenticating user 
has physical possession of the token. If you must expand the window, change it only 
for the specific conditions that are causing authentication problems.
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Setting the Authentication Window

The setAuthenticationWindow() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class sets the number of intervals (the 
range of time, measured in seconds) from the current time for which a passcode or 
tokencode will be valid for authentication. By default, software tokens have a larger 
authentication window than hardware tokens. The 
setAuthenticationWindow() method provides a mechanism for making the 
authentication window more restrictive for software tokens.

The authentication window extends both forward and backward in time. The 
minimum size of the authentication window is one interval. For a 60-second token, 
one interval is 60 seconds, and for a 30-second token one interval is 30 seconds. The 
maximum size of the authentication window is set by RSA and cannot be changed. 
Therefore, the interval value that you set must always be less than or equal to the 
maximum size of the authentication window. 

The setAuthenticationWindow() method sets the authentication window to 
be the product of the number of intervals and the token interval size. For example, if 
you set the number of intervals to 5 for a 60-second token, the authentication window 
size is 300 seconds. 

Set the Authentication Window

Before setting the authentication window, you can check the current window values 
using getSmallWindow(), which uses seconds, or 
getAuthenticationWindow(), which uses intervals.

To set the authentication window:

Use the setAuthenticationWindow() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, and set the numIntervals 
parameter to the value that you want. 

Enabling or Disabling Next Tokencode Mode

You can use the setNextCodeModeEnabled() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to enable or disable Next 
Tokencode mode. 

If Next Tokencode mode is enabled (the default setting), users can authenticate 
outside of the authentication window, but within the maximum range, if they provide 
two sequential passcodes. The first good passcode returns SAEAuthStatus 
NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED, and the second, if correct, returns ACCESS_OK. If Next 
Tokencode mode is disabled, the user can only authenticate inside the authentication 
window and any authentication attempts outside of the window are treated as failures.

For more information, see “Next Tokencode Mode” on page 61.

Enable or Disable Next Tokencode Mode

Use the setNextCodeModeEnabled() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, and set the input parameter to 
true or false, as needed. 
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Sample Scenarios for Managing the Authentication Window

In the following scenario, the authentication window is set to 5 intervals, the 
maximum window size is 10 intervals, and in the default state (true). Authentication 
is successful during the first 5 intervals. From the 6th to the 10th interval, if the user 
enters a tokencode that is outside the expected range but still within the maximum 
range allowed, the token is automatically placed in Next Tokencode mode, where the 
user must enter the next tokencode or passcode to authenticate successfully. At the 
11th interval, authentication fails because the tokencode falls outside the maximum 
range allowed. (The intervals extend backward in time as well, so t = tM = current 
time - 1 interval: auth success, and so on.)

t = t0 = current time: auth success

t = t1 = current time + 1 interval: auth success

t = t2 = current time + 2 intervals: auth success

t = t3 = current time + 3 intervals: auth success

t = t4 = current time + 4 intervals: auth success

t = t5 = current time + 5 intervals: auth success

t = t6 = current time + 6 intervals: Next Tokencode mode

t = t7 = current time + 7 intervals: Next Tokencode mode

t = t8 = current time + 8 intervals: Next Tokencode mode

t = t9 = current time + 9 intervals: Next Tokencode mode

t = t10 = current time + 10 intervals: Next Tokencode mode

t = t11 = current time + 11 intervals: auth failure

In the following scenario, the authentication window is set to 5 intervals, the 
maximum window size is 10 intervals, and Next Tokencode mode is set to false. 
Authentication is successful through the first 5 intervals. Thereafter, because Next 
Tokencode mode is disabled, the tokencodes are treated as though they fall outside of 
the maximum allowed range of tokencodes, and authentication fails.

t = t0 = current time: auth success

t = t1 = current time + 1 interval: auth success

t = t2 = current time + 2 intervals: auth success

t = t3 = current time + 3 intervals: auth success

t = t4 = current time + 4 intervals: auth success

t = t5 = current time + 5 intervals: auth success

t = t6 = current time + 6 intervals: auth failure

t = t7 = current time + 7 intervals: auth failure

t = t8 = current time + 8 intervals: auth failure

t = t9 = current time + 9 intervals: auth failure
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Example 
//
// This example shows how to set an authentication
// window and enable or disable Next Tokencode mode 
//

// need String containing token data
// from token database
String tokenData = ???
// need String containing password
// to decrypt token
String password = ???
// need value for number of intervals
// to set window for valid authentication
int AUTH_WINDOW_INTERVALS = 5;

// create engine from token and password
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine
( tokenData, Passphrase2Key.generateKey( password ) );
// 
if (null != engine)
{
    try
    {
        engine.setAuthenticationWindow( AUTH_WINDOW_INTERVALS );
        engine.setNextCodeModeEnabled( true );
        // write token to db
    }
    catch (RSAAuthEngineException raeExcept)
    {
        // handle any issues
    }
}

Next Tokencode Mode

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine can detect when a user provides a few incorrect 
tokencodes in succession. This situation may be caused by user error, time drift on a 
hardware token or on the device hosting a software token, or it may indicate that an 
attacker has obtained a user’s token and is attempting to gain unauthorized access. The 
Authentication Engine automatically places a token into Next Tokencode mode when 
a user provides three consecutive incorrect tokencodes or if the tokencode falls outside 
the authentication window’s range while the token has Next Tokencode mode enabled. 
In Next Tokencode mode, the user must enter the next consecutive tokencode before 
being authenticated.

Once a token is in Next Tokencode mode, the Authentication Engine can accept either 
a tokencode or a passcode for the next code. Allowing the next passcode can help 
ensure that the user does not get locked out in the following scenarios:

• When placed in Next Tokencode mode, a user with a hardware token enters a PIN 
to obtain a passcode instead of following the instruction to enter the next 
tokencode displayed on the device. Because this scenario may occur with some 
frequency, the Authentication Engine can allow the next passcode so that these 
users do not get locked out of the system. 
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• With RSA SecurID software token applications, if the installed token is PINPad, 
the user enters a PIN to obtain a passcode. When the passcode times out, the next 
displayed code is still a passcode. With some SecurID software token 
applications, the only way a user can obtain the next tokencode is to exit and then 
restart the application and enter zeros for the PIN. To ensure a more consistent 
user experience, the Authentication Engine can accept the next passcode. 

RSA strongly recommends that you have your application respond to Next Tokencode 
mode and handle the status and exception messages required from the API. 
Information should be logged to your event database. You should regularly review the 
logs to collect information on instances where Next Tokencode mode is activated. 

Next Tokencode Mode Return Statuses

When you use the checkPasscode() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, a status is returned indicating the 
state of the token with regard to the authentication process.

• A NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED status indicates one of the following: 

– The user has successfully authenticated with a token that has exceeded the 
Next Tokencode mode threshold for bad authentication attempts. 

– The user entered a tokencode or passcode that falls outside the number of 
intervals set for the authentication window but within the maximum window 
boundary.

In both cases the user must supply the next tokencode displayed on the hardware 
token or in the software token application before being authenticated.

• A NEXT_CODE_MODE status indicates that the user has reached the maximum 
number of bad logon attempts allowed according to the Next Tokencode mode 
threshold and must supply two consecutive passcodes to authenticate. By default, 
the Next Tokencode mode threshold is three consecutive incorrect attempts, but 
you can change the setting, as described in the following section, “Set the Next 
Tokencode Mode Threshold.” 

Set the Next Tokencode Mode Threshold

You can set the number of incorrect passcode attempts that a user can enter before the 
token is placed in Next Tokencode mode. The Next Tokencode mode threshold can be 
between 1 and 10 consecutive attempts. The default threshold is three attempts, which 
allows for user error but still maintains a high degree of security. 

A token placed in Next Tokencode mode as a result of exceeding the threshold may 
need to be resynchronized. Use the resynch() method for this purpose. For more 
information, see “Resynchronizing Tokens” on page 63.

To set the Next Tokencode mode threshold:

Use the setNextTokencodeModeThreshold() method, and set the index 
parameter to an integer between 1 and 10.

The following example assumes that the String tokenData and String 
password variables exist and are correctly initialized.
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Example
// This example shows how to set the Next Tokencode
// mode threshold
try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData, 
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  // set the number of bad authentication attempts
  // before user is put into Next Tokencode mode
  // to seven for a token
  engine.setNextTokencodeModeThreshold( 7 );
  // get updated token data to store in database
  String serializedToken = engine.serialize();
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}

Resynchronizing Tokens

Resynchronization allows tokens that have drifted substantially from the system clock 
time to be brought back into a range acceptable to the RSA SecurID Authentication 
Engine. Typically, a token is automatically resynchronized during authentication 
whenever some drift is detected.

When a token clock remains within the authentication window, there is no need to 
resynchronize the token after a user successfully authenticates. When a token drifts 
just outside of the authentication window, the Authentication Engine requests that the 
user enter a second (next sequential) tokencode. You must resynchronize the token 
after the user successfully authenticates with the next tokencode. 

If the token drifts outside of the maximum authentication window boundary, you must 
resynchronize the token to bring it back into a range acceptable to the Authentication 
Engine. This applies to first-time authentication as well as subsequent authentications.

Resynchronizing a token also clears the failed authentication count.

Important: To help protect against attackers, you should only allow administrators to 
resynchronize tokens and make sure that they resynchronize the tokens to the current 
time.
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Resynchronize a Token

RSA recommends that you use resynchronization as soon as you first enable and 
assign a token to a new user. You may also need to use resynchronization if you are 
reissuing tokens that were previously assigned to other users in your organization.

Additionally, you should use resynchronization if:

• An adjustment is made to the clock on the machine running the Authentication 
Engine.

• The time, time zone, or Daylight Saving time are not set correctly on a device 
using a software token. 

• The token has not been used for a long time.

To resynchronize a token:

Use the resynch() method in the RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine 
class to resynchronize a token. Supply the time from which the search is conducted to 
the time parameter, and supply the tokencode for which a match is sought as a string 
to the prn parameter. This method searches up to 13 hours from the time specified, 
and saves the new offset value. The first call to resynchronize typically returns a status 
of NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED. After the second tokencode has been accepted, 
ACCESS_OK is returned. 

Example
// This example shows how to resynchronize a token
// need current tokencode from user
String currentTokencode = ???

try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData,
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  SAEAuthStatus status = engine.resynch( new java.util.Date(), 
currentTokencode );
  if (status == SAEAuthStatus.NEXT_CODE_REQUIRED)
  {
    // resynch successful - token in Next Tokencode mode
    // user must provide next tokencode
    // to return to SAEAuthStatus ACCESS_OK
  }
  else
  {
    // handle failure to resynch
  }
  // serialize the token and store in database
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any
}
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Detecting Replay Attacks

In a replay attack, an attacker attempts to gain access to protected resources by 
capturing a user’s PIN and passcode and reusing this logon data. An attacker can also 
conduct a replay attack by setting a software token clock back and then reusing the 
passcode at the appropriate system time. 

The following methods are intended to assist in detecting replay attacks:

• The checkPasscode() method detects threats of a replay attack and reports 
them using the REPLAY_DETECTED return code in the SAEAuthStatus class.

• The getAuthWatermark() method in the SAETokenRecordInfo 
interface keeps track of the last tokencode that was used (the high watermark). 
This method also keeps track of the number of seconds since midnight, January 1, 
1970 UTC (Universal Coordinated Time) when the tokencode was used.

Note: The Authentication Engine cannot detect a replay attack if you use 
challenge-response authentication because the challenge can be any random number. 
For challenge-response authentication, your SAE application must be capable of 
detecting a replay attack.

To help protect against replay attacks, your SAE application should not display error 
conditions to the end user. For more guidelines on preventing replay attacks, see the 
RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Security Best Practices Guide.
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Using Challenge-Response Authentication and Transaction Signing

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine supports challenge-response authentication and 
transaction signing, which are described in “RSA SecurID Challenge-Response 
Authentication” on page 11. To use challenge-response, users must enter a challenge 
value into their RSA SecurID 900 keypad to generate a response value that the 
Authentication Engine can validate. 

Note: Challenge-response authentication and signing are only supported with the 
RSA SecurID 900 authenticator. 

Challenge-Response Authentication Sequence

If you plan to implement challenge-response authentication, use the following 
sequence of steps.

To generate a challenge and authenticate a response:

1. Have your SAE application prompt the user to enter his or her user name.

2. Using the Authentication Engine, call the getChallenge() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to obtain a random challenge 
value. 

3. Have your SAE application display the random challenge value to the user and 
prompt the user to enter the PIN and this value into the SecurID 900.
If you choose to supply a customer-generated challenge value to the user, the 
challenge value must contain at least one digit and no more than eight digits.
Using the challenge value entered by the user, the token generates the response 
value (six or eight digits in length), which is displayed to the user.

Note: If the SecurID 900 is configured as a PINPad token, have your SAE 
application prompt the user to enter the response value only.

4. Have your SAE application prompt the user to enter the response value displayed 
on the SecurID 900 into your SAE application.

5. Use the checkCredential() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class to pass the challenge and 
response values to the Authentication Engine to validate the challenge-response 
transaction.

Example

//
// This example shows how to get a challenge to present
// to the user and how to validate the user’s response

int challengeLength = ??? 
// user's PIN
String userPIN = ??? 
try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData, 
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    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  // get the challenge to present to user
  String challenge = engine.getChallenge( challengeLength );
  // present challenge to user, and get user's response
  // assume PIN retrieved separately from response
  String userResponse = ???
  SAECredential credent = new SAECredential( new java.util.Date(), 
CredentialType.CHALLENGE_RESPONSE_TYPE );
  credent.set( SAECredential.CHALLENGE_PHRASE_KEY, challenge );
  credent.set( SAECredential.RESPONSE_CREDENTIAL_KEY, 
userPIN+userResponse );
  SAEAuthStatus ststus = engine.checkCredential( credent );
  if (status == SAEAuthStatus.ACCESS_OK)
  {
    // handle auth success
  }
  else
  {
    // handle auth failure
  }
  // serialize the token and store in database
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}

Verify Electronically Signed Transaction Data

Using the checkCredential() method in the 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine class, you can verify signed data that 
your users provide in a transaction. This ensures the integrity of this data as it is 
exchanged between your users and the sites with which they interact. Before you can 
use checkCredential(), you must obtain data from the user to generate a 
signature value that you can use to sign the data.

Note: Only RSA SecurID 900 tokens support the electronic signing feature.

To verify electronically signed transaction data:

Call the checkCredential() method after your users complete one-time 
password authentication using checkPasscode(). 

For sample code showing how to verify signed transaction data and other examples of 
the usage of checkCredential(), see the \sample\AuthEngineRequest.java 
file in the Developer's Kit. 

For More Information

To test challenge-response authentication, see “Testing Challenge-Response 
Authentication” on page 73.
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Host Authentication

The RSA SecurID Authentication Engine host authentication feature requires 
websites to authenticate back to the user, allowing users to verify that they are at the 
correct site. With host authentication, the server provides the next tokencode expected 
from a token as credentials to authenticate back to a user after the user authenticates 
successfully. This next tokencode is for verification only. Any attempts to authenticate 
using this next tokencode are denied as a possible replay attack. 

You can implement the host authentication feature in your SAE application user 
interface by presenting the next tokencode to your users every time they successfully 
authenticate. This can help reassure your users of the authenticity of the websites that 
they visit. 

Implement Host Authentication

To implement host authentication:

Use the checkCredential()method in the 
RSASecurIAuthenticationEngine class, and specify 
CredentialType.PASSCODE_NEXT_TYPE. The method returns the next 
tokencode (as the output parameter nextPrn) that is expected from the token of the 
user who is authenticating.

Example
//
// This example shows how to implement host authentication
// need current tokencode from user
String currentTokencode = ???

try
{
  RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine engine = 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine.getEngine( tokenData, 
    Passphrase2Key.generateKeyFromPassphrase( password ) );
  SAECredential credent = new SAECredential( new java.util.Date(), 
CredentialType.PASSCODE_NEXT_TYPE );
  credent.set( SAECredential.PRN_CREDENTIAL_KEY, currentTokencode );
  SAEAuthStatus status = engine.checkCredential( credent );
  if (status == SAEAuthStatus.ACCESS_OK)
  {
    // get the subsequent tokencode to provide to user for 
    // host authentication
    String hostAuthCode = credent.get( 
SAECredential.SITE_CREDENTIAL_KEY );
    // ask user to compare hostAuthCode with the next 
    // tokencode that appears on their token, to verify host 
  }
  else
  {
      // handle auth failure - tokencode is not in auth window
  }
}
catch (RSAAuthEngineException except)
{

// handle exceptions thrown, if any 
}
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A Using the Sample Application

This appendix describes how to use sample code provided by RSA to test your 
implementation of RSA SecurID authentication, challenge-response authentication, 
and transaction signing.

Testing RSA SecurID Authentication

RSA provides sample code for importing the RSA manufacturing token record file, 
verifying standard user authentication with a hardware or software token, and 
performing other tasks using the RSA SecurID Authentication Engine. For more 
information on the files referenced in this section, see “Developer’s Kit” on page 23.

Prerequisite

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine does not provide database storage and 
management. Before you can run the sample application, you must set up a working 
database for storing and accessing token data. Otherwise, you will not be able to use 
certain options in the sample application. For more information, see “RSA 
Authentication Engine Process Overview” on page 27.

Set Up the Sample Application 

Before running the sample application, you must perform the following setup.

To set up the sample application:

1. Locate the sample application source files and JAR files in the Developer’s Kit. 
The sample source files are located in SAE260Java\sample.

• AuthEngineDBUtil.java

• AuthEngineRequest.java

• AuthEngineTest.java
The JAR files are located in SAE260Java\jars.

• RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngineAPI.jar

• xerces.jar

2. Copy the sample application source files and the JAR files to a local directory, for 
example C:\SAE2.6\sample and C:\SAE2.6\jars.

3. Include the Java Connector JAR file for your token database in the jars directory. 
For example, if you are using MySQL, you can include the MySQL Java 
Connector JAR file, which you can download from 
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/. 

4. Modify the AuthEngineDBUtil.java file to point to your token database.

5. Create the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable. For example:
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LD_LIBRARY_PATH="C:\SAE2.6\jars";"C:\SAE2.6\jars\
mysql-connector-java-5.1.13-bin.jar";"C:\Program 
Files\Java\jdk1.6.0_24\lib";"C:\Program 
Files\Java\jdk1.6.0_24\jre\lib";"C:\SAE2.6\jars\xerces.jar";
"C:\SAE2.6\jars\RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngineAPI.jar";"C:
\SAE2.6"

Note: The last part of the path must be one level above the directory where you 
placed the sample application source files. In this example, the sample code was 
placed in C:\SAE2.6\sample, so the last directory that was added was C:\SAE2.6 
(a level above the actual directory). This is required because when you are running 
the sample application, it looks for the sample package followed by the class 
name, which will be sample.AuthEngineTest.

6. Use one of the following in a command prompt or shell to verify that you set the 
environment variable properly:
Windows environment:
echo %LD_LIBRARY_PATH% 

Linux/UNIX environment: 
echo $LD_LIBRARY_PATH

7. To compile the sample application, open a command prompt or shell and browse 
to the directory where the sample code is located. Enter one of the following 
commands: 
Windows environment:
javac -classpath %LD_LIBRARY_PATH% *.java

Linux/UNIX environment:
javac -classpath $LD_LIBRARY_PATH *.java

Run the Sample Application

After setting up the sample application, you can run it.

Before You Begin

If you attempt to export a software token using the sample application, you will be 
prompted to enter the path to the server.key and server.cer files provided on the 
RSA SecurID Authentication Engine Credential CD. Copy the files to a secure 
location on the computer where you are running the sample application so that you 
will have them available. 
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To run the sample application:

Go to the directory one level above the source files, and enter one of the following 
commands to launch the sample application:

Windows environment:

java -classpath %LD_LIBRARY_PATH% sample.AuthEngineTest

Linux/UNIX environment:

java -classpath $LD_LIBRARY_PATH sample.AuthEngineTest

Options in the Sample Application

The following table describes the numbered options that you can use to become 
familiar with the Authentication Engine functionality.

Option Description

1. Import XML 
token record file

Imports an RSA manufacturing token record file (XML token record 
file). Prompts for the passphrase to the file.

2. Get Nth token Displays the number of tokens in the XML token record file and 
prompts for the nth token. Creates an 
RSASecurIDAuthenticationEngine object from the token record 
that you specified. You can enter any number between 0 and n-1.

3. Set encryption 
key

Prompts for the 16-byte encryption key that you want to use to 
encrypt the token record. Setting the encryption key is mandatory. 
You can use setEnryptionKey() to change the key periodically.

4. Assign token to 
user

Asks if you want to change the configuration of a software token 
before you assign it to a user. If you use a hardware token with the 
sample application, the configuration prompt is not displayed. 

Selecting n skips the configuration steps and prompts for the user first 
name, user last name, and user login name.

This option also enables the token so that it can be used for authentication. 

Note: The Authentication Engine does not automatically enable a 
token when you assign it. When developing your SAE application, 
you must enable the token separately.

5. Export a software 
token

Exports a software token to a file.

Asks if you want to set software token extension data (token 
nickname and device ID) before exporting the token.

Prompts for the paths to the RSA provided key file (server.key) and 
certificate file (server.cer), which are required for exporting a 
software token. 

Prompts for an output file password to encrypt the token seed and for 
a filename for the SDTID output file.
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6. Authenticate user Verifies a user authentication. Asks if you want site verification first. 
If you enter y, prompts for the tokencode only, then returns the next 
tokencode.

After site verification (if selected), prompts for the PIN and then for 
the passcode (if the token is PINPad) or PIN+tokencode (if the token 
is fob).

7. Resynch token Resynchronizes a token. Prompts for the tokencode. Returns the time 
and prompts for the next tokencode to complete the resynch.

8. Get token 
information

Returns information about the token, including the high watermark 
(last tokencode used to authenticate), the token birth and death dates, 
the token type, and so on.

9. Store token 
record to database

Prepares a token record for storage in your token database. Prompts 
you to encrypt the token data before storing it. If you select y, prompts 
for the passphrase used to generate the encryption key. If you have not 
set an encryption key, returns an exception.

10. Load first token 
record from 
database

Loads the first token record from the database. Prompts you to 
decrypt the token before loading it. If you already set an encryption 
key or are migrating a token record that had an existing encryption 
key, select n.

11. Get token record 
string

Prompts for an encryption key. If you select n, assumes that you have 
already set an encryption key using option 3 or when loading the 
token string using option 12. If you select y, prompts for the token 
passphrase, then prints the token record string to the screen encrypted 
with the passphrase you provided.

12. Load token 
record from a string

Prompts you to set a new key for decryption of the token string. If you 
enter y, prompts for the token string and then for the passphrase used 
to generate the encryption key. If you enter n, prompts for the token 
string.

13. Set next code 
mode status

Sets the token to enable or disable Next Tokencode mode when a 
tokencode is valid outside the authentication window.

14. Set 
authentication 
window

Sets the size of the authentication window to the number of intervals 
you designate.

15. Check challenge 
response

Verifies a challenge response. You must load a token record for a 
SecurID 900 token to use this option. For more information, see 
“Testing Challenge-Response Authentication” on page 73.

16. Check 
transaction 
signature

Verifies a transaction signature. You must load a token record for a 
SecurID 900 token to use this option. For more information, see “Test 
Transaction Signing” on page 75.

Option Description
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Testing Challenge-Response Authentication

You can test your implementation of challenge-response authentication using an 
RSA SecurID 900 token. RSA SecurID 900 tokens come in two configurations, 
PIN-enabled and PINless. The PIN-enabled configuration requires the user to enter a 
PIN before entering a numerical challenge into the token. The PINless configuration 
does not require PIN entry.

Test Challenge-Response Authentication with a PINless RSA SecurID 900 
Token

To test challenge-response authentication with a PINless SecurID 900:

1. Set up and run the sample application, as described in “Set Up the Sample 
Application” on page 69 and “Run the Sample Application” on page 70.

2. To import a token record into your sample application, enter 1, then enter the path 
to the SecurID 900 token .xml file.

3. To retrieve token data, enter 2, then enter the number of the token.

4. To assign the token to a user, enter 4, and press Enter. 

5. Enter a user first, last name, and default login, as prompted. 

6. Enter 15. The application displays a system-generated challenge.

7. On the SecurID 900 token, with the current tokencode displaying, press >. Enter 
the challenge displayed in step 6.

Note: The token displays each digit as you enter it. A small “2” in the upper-right 
corner of the displayed indicates that you are in Challenge-Response mode.

8. Press >. 
In a few seconds, the token displays a response. 

9. In the sample application, enter the response from your SecurID 900 token.

Note: To display the current tokencode on the device, press the Clear button once. 

Test Challenge-Response Authentication with a PIN-Enabled RSA SecurID 900 
Token

To test challenge-response authentication with a PIN-enabled SecurID 900:

1. Set up and run the sample application, as described in “Set Up the Sample 
Application” on page 69 and “Run the Sample Application” on page 70.

2. To import a token record into your sample application, enter 1, then enter the path 
to the SecurID 900 token .xml file.

3. To retrieve token data, enter 2, then enter the number of the token

4. To assign the token to a user, enter 4, and press Enter. 
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5. Enter a user first, last name, and default login, as prompted. 

6. To set the PIN:

a. Enter 6.

b. Accept the default for site verification (n), and press Enter. 

c. Enter the current tokencode displayed on the SecurID 900 token.

d. When prompted, set up your PIN.

e. On the SecurID 900 token, wait for the next tokencode to be displayed, then 
press >.

f. At the “Pin” prompt, enter the PIN, then press > twice to display a passcode.

g. In the sample application, enter the passcode.

7. In the sample application, enter 15. 
The application displays a system-generated challenge.

8. On the SecurID 900 token, press the red Clear button twice to display the current 
tokencode. Press >. 

9. At the “Pin” prompt, enter the PIN you assigned to this user in step 6,
then press >.

Note: The token displays a dash for each digit as it is entered. A small “1” is 
displayed in the upper-right corner of the display, indicating that you have entered 
the PIN.

10. The token displays “Input”. On the token, enter the challenge displayed by the 
application in step 7. 
The token displays each digit as it is entered. A small “2” in the upper-right 
corner of the display indicates that you are in challenge-response mode. 

11. Press >. 
In a few seconds the token displays the response.

12. In the sample application, enter the response displayed on the token.
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Test Transaction Signing

To test transaction signing with a SecurID 900 token:

1. In the sample application, enter 16.

2. At the Enter Data prompt, enter one to eight digits representing the data that you 
want to be signed. 

3. On the SecurID 900, do one of the following:

• PINless SecurID 900. Enter the data that you entered in the sample 
application into the SecurID 900. Press > to generate a response (signature).

• PIN-enabled SecurID 900. Enter the PIN, and press >. The token displays 
“Input.” Enter the data that you entered in the sample application. Press > to 
generate a response (signature).

4. In the sample application, at the Enter Signature prompt, enter the signature 
from your SecurID 900 token.
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B Glossary

authentication
The process of reliably verifying the identity of a user or process.

authentication window
A range of time (intervals) or series of sequential tokencodes occurring prior to and 
following a token’s current tokencode. The authentication window represents the 
number of intervals from the current time for which a tokencode will be considered 
valid for authentication.

authenticator
An RSA security token used to verify a user's identity to an authentication server. This 
can be a hardware token or a software token.

challenge-response authentication
A form of authentication whereby one party (a server) presents a question 
(“challenge”), and another party (a client) must provide a valid answer (“response”) to 
successfully authenticate. The RSA SecurID 900 is a challenge-response token.

device binding
Associating a software token with a device-specific identifier (device ID), a value that 
is unique to one device. Binding a software token to a device ID ensures that the token 
can be installed only on the device to which it is bound.

digital signature
A mathematical scheme for demonstrating the authenticity of a digital message or 
document. A valid digital signature gives a recipient reason to believe that the 
message was created by a known sender and that it was not altered in transit. In 
transaction signing, the digital signature allows the recipient (for example, a banking 
application) to trust that the user approved the contents of the transaction. 

file-based provisioning
Provisioning of a software token within a file. The token file has the extension .sdtid.

fob
See key fob.

fob-style software token
An RSA SecurID software token that behaves like an RSA hardware key fob. This 
requires changing the software token PIN type to FOB in the Authentication Engine. 
To authenticate, the user enters the PIN, followed by the tokencode displayed in the 
client application, in the protected resource.

hardware token
A small, portable hardware device used in RSA SecurID authentication. Also called a 
hardware authenticator. RSA provides several form factors, including PINPads and 
key fobs.
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host authentication
An authentication procedure that requires the host website to provide the next 
tokencode expected from a token as verification that the site is the intended 
authentication server.

key fob
An RSA SecurID hardware token that can be attached to a key chain for easy 
portability. Key fobs do not have a key pad for entering a PIN. To authenticate, the 
user enters the PIN, followed by the tokencode displayed on the key fob, in the 
protected resource.

Next Tokencode mode
An authentication mode that requires the user to enter the next tokencode displayed on 
a hardware token or in a software token application. Requiring the next tokencode is 
intended to ensure that a token is still in the possession of the authorized user. When a 
token is placed into Next Tokencode mode, the Authentication Engine accepts either 
the next tokencode or the next passcode.

New PIN mode
The initial state of an RSA SecurID token when it is assigned to a user. If a PIN is 
required for authentication, the user must set a PIN during the user's first SecurID 
authentication. 

nickname
A user-friendly name that can be assigned to a token. Helps users who have more than 
one token distinguish among their tokens.

one-time password (OTP)
A password that is valid for only one login session or transaction. In RSA SecurID 
authentication, the one-time password consists of a PIN and a tokencode. 

passcode
A PIN combined with a tokencode. 

passphrase
A sequence of words or other text used to control access to data. In the Authentication 
Engine, a passphrase is used to generate an encryption key to encrypt token data 
during object serialization. A passphrase is similar to a password, but passphrases 
often contain spaces and are generally longer for added security.

PIN
A user’s secret, memorized personal identification number. A PIN is one of the factors
in RSA SecurID two-factor authentication.

PIN-enabled token 
An RSA SecurID hardware or software token that requires entering a PIN as part of 
SecurID authentication.

PINless token
An RSA SecurID hardware or software token that does not require entering a PIN as 
part of SecurID authentication. 

PINPad
An RSA SecurID hardware token that has a key pad for entering a PIN. To generate a 
passcode (OTP), the user enters a PIN on the key pad. 
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PINPad-style software token
An RSA SecurID software token that functions like a hardware PINPad. RSA SecurID 
software tokens are factory set with a PINPad PIN type. To generate a passcode to use 
for authentication, the user enters a PIN in the client application.

replay attack
A form of network attack whereby a valid data transmission is maliciously or 
fraudulently repeated or delayed. 

RSA manufacturing token record file
Refers to an XML token record file provided by RSA. This file contains individual 
token records. The developer imports the RSA manufacturing token record file into 
the Authentication Engine.

RSA SecurID Authentication Engine
A compact Application Programming Interface (API) that provides the backend 
authentication functions of RSA SecurID technology without requiring significant 
infrastructure and application changes to an organization’s existing environment. 
After successfully integrating the API into their environment, an organization can 
easily validate authentication requests from RSA SecurID users who have hardware or 
software tokens.

SAE application
The server that uses RSA SecurID technology for strong two-factor authentication.

seed
A value used in the generation of a one-time password (OTP). It represents the shared 
secret between the Authentication Engine and the SAE application. Each RSA 
SecurID token has a unique seed.

software token
Software tokens consist of two components that are installed separately, an application 
and a unique token seed record. Instead of being stored in an RSA SecurID hardware 
token, the seed is stored on the device, for example, a desktop, laptop, or smartphone.

time-synchronous token
A hardware or software token that automatically generates new tokencodes at short, 
regular intervals, typically every sixty seconds. 

tokencode
A pseudorandom number generated by an RSA SecurID token at regular intervals.

token database
The database where your SAE application stores RSA SecurID token data, for 
example, a MySQL database.

token file
A file containing a software token. The file is intended for distribution to an end user 
and has the extension .sdtid.

token file password
A password assigned to a token file to help prevent the token from being used if the 
file is intercepted in transit by an unauthorized user.
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token record
A record stored in the token database that contains the token seed plus metadata, such 
as the user first name, user last name, token birth and death dates, and tokencode 
length and interval. 

transaction signing
A means of establishing the legitimacy of an end-user’s identity during business 
transactions. An example is a banking transaction where, after the user has conducted 
a transaction (such as transferring funds), the bank’s website generates a confirmation 
number, or “challenge.” The user enters the challenge number into a device, for 
example, an RSA SecurID 900 token, and the device generates a “response” value that 
displays on the device display. The user then uses that response number as the user’s 
unique digital signature to support the financial transaction. The application validates 
the signature against the transaction data and executes the transaction.

two-factor authentication
A form of strong authentication using something you know, such as an RSA SecurID 
PIN, plus something you have, such as an RSA SecurID hardware or software token. 
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